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• E-submission of assignments, access to Originality 
Reports, and e-marks/e-feedback 

• Web-based: online, anytime, anywhere access 

• Text-matching against extensive electronic 
resources 

• Fully integrates with Moodle VLE 

• Suitable for single text-based assignments (e.g. 
Word, PDF, RTF), under 20MB 

What is Turnitin? 



Benefits of Turnitin 

Great for … 
• Submit online, anywhere, anytime 
• Student learning tool 
• Assist with plagiarism detection 
• Checks against extensive databases 

- 13.5+ billion web pages 
- 135+ million student papers 

from HEIs 
- 1000S of electronic newspapers, 

magazines, books, and scholarly 
journals 

• Easy read originality reports 

Keep in mind … 
• Does not detect plagiarism 
• Does not include all databases 

- new web content can take a 
while 

- student papers not submitted 
to Turnitin 

- password protected sites 
• Some text matches can be 

explained 



• A student formative learning tool and e-submission 

• Turnitin DRAFT and FINAL submission areas 

– DRAFT to receive originality reports prior to submission 
which students can do repeatedly 
(first Originality Report quick, subsequent reports up to 24hrs) 

– FINAL to submit final work for marking 
(late submissions are flagged to the tutor) 

• View grade/comments/feedback online 

 

E-submission on the MRes 



Harvard referencing 

• Acknowledging others: direct quotations … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Citations, references? 

Salen and Zimmerman miss this sequence that starts with the initial 

marking or social framing: “In a very basic sense, the magic circle of 

a game is where the game takes place”. For them, the magic of the 

magic circle is that something happens to things within the circle: 

“within the magic circle, special meanings accrue and cluster 

around objects and behaviors” 



Harvard referencing 

Salen and Zimmerman (2004) miss this sequence that starts with 

the initial marking or social framing: “In a very basic sense, the 

magic circle of a game is where the game takes place” (p 95). For 

them, the magic of the magic circle is that something happens to 

things within the circle: “within the magic circle, special meanings 

accrue and cluster around objects and behaviors” (Salen & 

Zimmerman, 2004, p 96) 

References 

Salen, K., & Zimmerman, E. (2004). Rules of Play: Game Design 

Fundamentals. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press. 

Note: These examples are not necessarily following MMUs Harvard 

referencing style, therefore please double check the MMU guide 



Harvard referencing 

• Acknowledging others: evidencing… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Citations, references? 

Playing games can also support informal learning, such as the 

development of social skills or creating interest in the game topics 

themselves 



Harvard referencing 

Playing games can also support informal learning, such as the 

development of social skills (Ducheneaut & Moore, 2005) or 

creating interest in the game topics themselves (Turkay & Adinolf, 

2012) 

References 

Ducheneaut, N., & Moore, R. J. (2005). More than just “XP”: 

learning social skills in massively multiplayer online games. 

Interactive Technology and Smart Education, 2(2), 89–100. 

 

Turkay, S., & Adinolf, S. (2012). What do Players (Think They) 

Learn in Games? Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences, 46, 

3345–3349. 

Note: These examples are not necessarily following MMUs Harvard 

referencing style, therefore please double check the MMU guide 



Harvard referencing 

• Acknowledging others: paraphrasing … 

The idea of a ‘magic circle’ (Huizinga, 1955; Salen & Zimmerman, 

2004) that separates the real world from the game, is a key aspect 

of game play. It allows players to enter an ‘other world’ with different 

rules and codes of practice, moral and ethical structures, and ways 

of behaving. 

Note: These examples are not necessarily following MMUs Harvard 

referencing style, therefore please double check the MMU guide 



1. Using Word and the Internet (e.g. search via Google) compose an 
assignment on a subject of your choice (or locate something of your own) 

2. Then save your assignment to a memorable location (e.g. desktop, H drive) 

3. Access your MRes Unit space in Moodle, scroll to the bottom and click on 
the Test submission area 

4. Now, submit your assignment AND review the Originality Report 

 

Now let's review the 

results together 

ACTIVITY: Originality Reports 





Online grade/comments/feedback 
 
 



• MMU Harvard reference guide at 

www.library.mmu.ac.uk/pdfhelpsheet/mmuharvard1.pdf 

• Turnitin support 

Viewing Originality Reports 

http://submit.ac.uk/en_gb/training/student-

training/viewing-originality-reports 

GradeMark Overview 

http://submit.ac.uk/en_gb/training/student-

training/grademark-overview 

Resources 
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